Pasch's axiom and projective spaces  by Sprague, Alan P.
1. Iiarodu~ou 
We write an incidence structure s as a triple (P, L, I) wherti P and I_, are 
nonempty sets (whose lements alre called points and lines -respectZvel~Q and I is a 
relation. The dual of w = (P; C, 1) is th& in&nce &ructurc 7c* =‘(L; P, I*) where 
for x E P and m E I., x and RI$ a.ie irLdent ilfi’ efthcr both& neith& of &? w*. The 
adjacency graph of 9r is the graph having vertex set P &d two points x and y 
adjacent if some line is incident with both, (Then x and- Jo will al& be called 
adjacent points of it.) The 2irae gra$ of rr is the adj&&ncy gaph’ of G**, so it has 
vertex set & and two line6 are adja&nt ni the I&. gr$ph i# him85 #Ant is common 
to both. The bi@&e &t&h. of ‘rr is the grabh with Vertex set P UL, and two 
vertices adjacent :if %I& &I:: incident in n. Wk ‘say that T 3 connected if its 
bipartite graph is con *iected. 
We call an incidente “&ucture n semiliraeur if two points are contained in at 
most one common fin;:. Clcnrly rr is semilinear iff its dual also is. 7r is linear iff 
each pair of lines is cosmected inexactly one hne. Where T is semilinear and lines 
m and n intersect in a point X, a line )a is a ttunsversul of m and IZ if h intersects 
m and n but does not contain x. Where v is semilinear and x and y are adjacent 
points of rr we denote by xy the .rr ique line containing x and y ; likewise where nz 
and n are ‘intersecting lines in 3~ we: denote by m n ti the point incident with both. 
We say a semilinear incidt:ry\ce zitructure satisfies Pusch’s A&m if for every pair 
of intersecting lines yn and 11, all transversals of m and n intersect. The dual of 7~ 
satisfies Pwch’s Axiom iff ?T has thy property that for any adjacent points x and y, 
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if u and w are points adjacent to both A and y bu;: are not on xy, then u is 
adjacent to w. 
For any point x of an incidence structure rr = (P, L, I) we Ir: l. r(x) be the 
cardinality of the set of lines containing x, and r(n) := min (r(x): r E P}. For any 
nonincident point x and line m, t(x, m) is defined to be the nur-ker of points 
which&e incident with in and adjaJ$ent o x. 
Let V be a vector spa& The incidence slxucture whose points ar c;i lines are the 
l- aad 2-dibmensionaI subspace of V has a classical characterization iIs the points 
and lines of a Desarguesian projective geometry. Where V has finiw dimension d 
over GF(q) Dembowski and Wagner [2], and Kantor [3]? gave charaxterizations of 
the incidence structure formed by the l- and (d - l)-dimensional su bspaces of V. 
Ray-Chaudhuri and Sprague [S] characterized the incidence struct .HZ formed by 
the i- and (i + l)-dimensional subspaces of V, where C’ is finite dimensional over 
GF(q), by certain parametric conditions. In Theorem 1 of this pai”er we give a 
geometric characterization of this incidence structure. Theorem 2 1s the corres- 
ponding characterization for the incidence structure formed by the : - and (i + l)- 
subsets of a set X, and Theorem 3 (which is stated in Sect .on 2) is the 
generalization of these two results to generalized projective geomcries. 
‘Kheorem 1. LK 7r = (P, L, I) be a connected semilinear incidence .xucture, such 
that 
(II 1) TT satisfies fasch’s Axiom ; 
0~2) the dual of T satisfies Pasch’s Axiolw; 
(h3 ) for any point x and line m not containing x, t(r:, m) # 1, 2; 
(h 4) some line has finitely many points. 
The!, one of the following occurs. 
(i) lpl=l or ILI=l. 
(ii) 7r & a projectiue plane. 
(iii) For some prime power q, some vector space V of dimension d(d 13 4 is a 
cardiilal number11 ouer GF(q), and some finite integer i, O< i c: d - 1, w = 
Cwi, wi’l, c ) where Wi is the set of j-dimensional subspaces c~f V (j := i, i + 1). 
Let i be a nonnegative integer. For nny set X we represent the set Iaf I-subsets 
of X by 9’,(X). 
eorem 2,. Let TT = (P, L, I) be a connected Pemilkar kidence strw ture satisfy- 
ing (hl), (h2), (ha), and 
Ch3”) for any point x and line m not containing x, l(x, m) E {d, 2;. 
Then for SOFIW set X,.T SE (gi(X?, gi+,(X), s ) where i is a finite integer. OS i C 1x1. 
Theorems 1 and 2 are useful in characterizing certain higher dimenxnal partial 
geometries, called partial geometric lattices by Bose. 
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2. Generalized projective geometriee 
A generalized projective geometry is a linear incidence sFuctux4: satisfying 
Pasch’s Axiom, and such that$ each _line _~ontajns at least, tw+x p&as.,. A -po@siue 
geometry is a generalized projective geometry such that each fine has at least 
three points. A stlbspoc~ of at genzralized projective geometry c, = (P; L, 1) is a set 
S of points such that for all lines m if S contains at least two points of m then S 
contains every point of m. 
‘Let 9 be the set of subspaces of a generalized projective geometry p, 9, 
together with the partial ordering of set inclusion, is a lattice; this lattice has the 
property that for all subspaces S and T such that S s r, if there exists a maximal 
chain of finite length from S to I’, then all maximal chains from S to T have the 
same finite length. If p is a projective geometry then all lines of p have the same 
cardinality of points; the order of p is the cardinal number it such that each line 
has rt + 1 points. If p is a projective geometry of dimension at least 3 (i.e., 
properly containing a plane) then the lattice of subspaces of p is the lattice of 
subspaces of a vector space over some skew field, and the order of the skew field 
equals the order of p [l, 41. 
Theor@rpr 3. Let w be a connected semilinear incidence structure sn~~,!;~~cg (hl), 
(h2), (h4), and 
(h3) for any point x and line PT not containing x, t(x, m) # 1. 
7ken for some genercllized projective geometry p and some i E Z, w is isomorphic to 
the incidence strzxture having (i - l)-liimen.sionaH subspaces of p us points, i- 
dimensional subspaces of p as lines, and set inclusion as the incidence relation. 
Theor(:m 1 has the equivalent formulation that if v is a connected semilinear 
incidenct: structure satisfying (hl), (h2), (h3’), (h4), and lPl> 1, IL1 > 1, then the 
generalized projective geometry p in the conclusion oi’ Theorem 3 is a projective 
geometq of finite order. 
3. Planes 
In this section, stalrting with an incidence structure (P, E, I) satisfying IPasch’s 
Axiom, we define a set E of planes, and show that the incidence structure 
(L, E, E ) has many of the same properties as (P, L, I). 
Lemma 3.1. Let T = (P, L, I) be a connected semilinear incidence structure satisfy- 
ing (h3). and such that IPI> 1, IL1 > 1. Then every point is on at least two lines and 
every Einc has at least two points. 
f. Let x E P. If x is 011 all lines then x is at least two lines. If x is not on all 
lines then there is a lire m not containing x such that t(x, m) # 0; since 
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t(x, m) # 1, then x is on at least two lines H hich intersect m. That ,zvery line has at 
least two points is shown by a dual argun ent. 
tir~lky. Any two intersecting lines of T have a transverscll. 
Through the remainder of this section w( add (hl) to the hypot!xses of Lemma 
3.1: n = (P, L, I) will be a connected semili near incidence structure satisfying (hl) 
and (h3), and such that lPl> 1, IL1 > 1. 
For any pair of interesting lines m an 1 n we let e(m, s: ), czlled the plane 
determined by m and n, be the set of lines which either (i) are tlmsversak of m 
and n, or (ii) contain m n n and intersect at least one transversal of m arid n. 
Since m and n satisfy condition (ii), m, n E e(m, n). Clearly, not all ines of e(m, n) 
are concurrent. We let E denote the set of planes. 
A clique of lines is a set of intersecting lines. Equivaler tly, a clique of lines is a 
clique in the line graph of 7~. 
Lemma 3.2. Every plane is a maxi.mal clique of lines. 
Proof. Let lines m and n intersect at x. Let h,, h+ eon, n). To shcw h, intersects 
h2 we need only consider the case where h, is a transversal of nl and n, and h2 
contains x. Let hl n m = y and h, n n = z. Now h2 intersects some t t ansversal t of 
m and n. Now t does not contain both y and z; say y is not on t. 7’hen h, and h2 
are transversals of PI and t, so they intersect. ‘That e(m, n) :5 not properly 
contained in any clique of lires is obvnous. 
Lemma 3.3. Let K be a maximal clique of lines, and m, n E K( m # r ). Then either 
K = e(m, n) or all lines of K cotitain m n n. 
Proof. We will assume not all lines of K contain m n n = x and shov/ K = c( m, n). 
Assume t E K and t does not contain x. Then t is a transversal of m and n. For 
any line h E K - {m, n, t), h intersects m, n, t. If h does not contain x then k is a 
transversal of m and n so h E e(m, n); if h contains x then h E t (m, n) since h 
intersects a transversal of m and n. Therefore Kc_ e(m, n). Since 1C is maximal, 
K = e(m, n). 
ary. If m and ~1 are distinct lines, e a plane, and m, n E e, therl e = e(m, n). 
Note that the above lemma is equivalent to the assertion that (L, E, E ) is 
semilinear. 
A plane e will be said to contain a point x if for some lint 1~ containing 
x, m E e. 
m F e. 
Let m be a line, e a plane, and e contain at least two prlts of m. T’helz 
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Proof. Let x and y be points of m which are contained in e. Then there exist lines 
n,, yt2 of e which contain X, y ipspectivelg. Since ra, 2nd n2 are lines of the same 
plane, n, intersects n2. Now m is a transversal of n, arjd rcz, so m E e(jz,, n2) = e. 
Lem 3.S. If the plane e contcrins the point x then x is incideitt with at least two 
dines of ,e. 
Lemma 3.5 follows from Lemma 3.1, when e is viewed as an incidence 
structure. The next lemma me&y states that two lines are on some common 
plane iff they are intersecting lines. 
Lemmtrr 3.6. The adjacer.cy graph of (L, E, E ) is also the linz graph of (P, L, I). 
Lemma 3.7. (E, L, 3) satisfies Rzsch’s Axiom. 
Proof. Let lines m, n have a plane in common (equivalently, lt?t m and n intersect 
at point x) . Let lines hl, h, intersect m and n but not belong FO e(m, n). To Flhow 
that (E, L, 3) slatisfies Pasch’s Axiom we will show that h, and h2 have a plane in 
common. Thit is equivalent to showing that h1 and h, intersect. Since h, intersects 
m and n and is not in e(m, n), thlzn x is a point of hl. Similarly x is a point of h,. 
Therefore h, and h2 intersect at x. 
Lemma 3.8. If the dual of T satisfies Pasch ‘s Axiom then (L, E, E ) satisfies 
Pusck’s Axiom. 
Roof. In this proof if planes ei and ej have a line in common we call this line mij. 
Let el, z2 be distinct planes and ml2 exist. We are to show that for any planes c3 
and e4 which are “transversals” of e, and e2 (that is, planes e3 and e, so that 
m13, ml,, %3, m24 exist and are distinct from ml,), e3 and e, have a line in 
common. Let y3 = ml2 n ml3 n rnzt3 and y4 = mr2 n ml4 n m24. We distinguish two 
cases, according as ;13 and y4 are equal or not. ~ 
Case 1. y3 # y4. Sznce m 13 and ml4 are distinct lines of el, they intersect at a 
point x1. Similarly m,3 and m24 intersect at a point x2. Since x1 is on e, but not on 
ml,, x1 is not on e2. Therefore x1 #x2. Since the dual of v satisfies Pasch’s 
Axiom, the set of points adjacent to y3 and y, but not on ml2 is a clique; in 
particular x1 is adjacent to x2. 
Let n be the Gne containing x1 and x2. Then n is a line of both e3 and e4. 
Case 2. y3 = y4. Let u be a point of wz12, uf y3. Izt hi be a line of ei (i = 1,2) 
containing u and distinct from rn12* Let e!, = e(h,, h2). Now es is a transversal of 
e, and e2. Planes e3 and e, are transversals of e, and e2; by Case 1, m35 exists. 
Similarly m45 exists. NOW, e3 and e4 are transversals of e2 and es. If m23 # m24, 
then e3 and e4 have a line in common b) Case 1. If ~123 = m24, then e, and e4 have 
the line m23 in common. 
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Lemma 3.9,. For any incidence strkcture p = IQ& M, .T) let T(p) = [.’ CZBe: t(x, m) = i 
for some non-incident x E X, m E M}. Then ‘f(:L, E, E) c T(n). 
Pro& Let e c-: E, m E L, and m 4 e. Let A(m) be the set of line 5 intersecting m ; 
then t(m.e)=(A(m)nej. Let t(m,e)>O. Let liEA(m)ne, and 4 be the point of 
intersection of m an,4 n. Then A(m) n e is the set of lines of e containing X. Let tr 
be a line of e not containing X. Then A(m) n e is the set of lines l.:ontaining x and 
intersecting h. Therefore t(m, e) = IA(m) n el = t(x, h) E T(V). 
Corollary. (L, E, E) satisfies (h3). If v satisfies condition (h.3’~ or (W) then 
CL, E, E ) suiisfies the same condition. 
~IYQIU 3JO. 1 r(n) is finite then r((L, E, E)) < r<mTFj. 
Proof. Let x E P so that x is on exactly r = r(z) lines. Let yl, PY~, . . . , m, be the 
lines containing X. Every plane containing m, contains mi for some. i > 1. Then 
{e( m, , mi): i > 1) is the set of planes containing ml. Since m, k on at most I - 1 
planes, r((L, E, E )) G r - I. 
Lemma 3.11. One of the following occurs. 
(i) 1 El ::= 1, and a11 lines intersect. 
(ii) Every line is one more than one plane, every pair of imcrsecting lines is 
contained in exactly two maximlll cliques of lines, and not all livies intersect. 
Proof. JBy Lemma 3.1 eiFher (i) lEl= 1 (so all lines intersect) 0: iii) every line is 
on at least two planes. Assume (iii) holds. Let m and n be intepiecting lines and 
x - m n n. Let Ic, be the set of lines containing x. To show that m and n are 
contained in ex;\ctly two maximal cliques (namely K, and e(m, 11‘1) it is sufficient 
to show that K,$ e(m, n). Let e’ be a plane containing m zl:lId distinct from 
e(m, n). Let h be a line of e’ containing x and distinct fro n m. Then h E 
K, - e(m, n), so K, $ e(m, n). Clearly h does not intersect all lines of e(m, n), so 
not: all lines intersect. 
We sum up the results of this section in Lemma 3.12. 
3.12. If r = (P, L, I) is a connected ser,lilineJr incidencfm structure satisfy- 
ing (hl)-(1:13), with IP/ > 1, IL1 > 1, and such that r(m) is finite, Gen (L, E, E ) is a 
connected semilinear incidence structure satisfying (hl)-(h3), a.4 r((L, E, E )) < 
r(n). 
roof of theorems . . 
We state, and then prove, Theorems l-3 in dualized form. 
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lllheopenns l-3 (dualized). kt T = f P, L, I) be a connected’ semibear incidence 
struclzrre satisfying (hl)-(h3), and 
(h4”) :SWW pint, is. oqt finitely _ ma Qy tines. 
??m for ame” jpweralized projectin- gemnefry, p, ?r i. : isomo~~ic to, fhe .in;c&hme 
s0w324re having \i-dimensional’ nd if - l)+Gmensionp_iZ s&spac*s of p rq7&&y 
as pc,ints and lines (and s&t inclusiotr ~8s the jncidem relation). IIf IPI> 1 9 1.L I> I, 
and m also satisfies (h3’) then p is a projective geometry. 2” w a&:, sdsfies (W) then 
for some set X, p =(X, 9u”#), ;: /. 
Proof. We may assume that IPI > 1 and IL/ > 1. WC may also assume that the 
conclusion of this theorem is valid for all connected semilinear incidence struc- 
tures o satisfying (hl)-(h3), (h4”) for which r(w) C r(w). 
We let E be the set of planes, as in Section 3. Let rr’ := (L, E, E ). Now 72’ is a 
connected semilinear incidence structure for which (hl)-(h3), (h4*) arc valid, and 
~(79) C r(m). 
Case 1. IEl = 1. Then all lines intersect + It is clear that the dual n* of w is a 
generalized projective geometry. If v satisfies (h3’) then ail members of P are 
incident with at least three members of L, so W* is a projective geometry of finite 
order. If ‘CT satisfies (h3”) then all members of P are incident with exactly two 
members of L, so w=(!~$(L), L, 3). 
Case 2. IEI > 1. Now W’ satisfies (hl)-(h3), (h4*), and r(d)< r(v). Then for 
some generalized projective geometry p, T’ is isomorphic to the incidence struc- 
ture having (i - l)-dimensional and (i - 2)-dimensionaI_subspaces of p respectively 
as points and lines. (Also, if w saMies (h3’) then so does ?T’, so p is a projective 
geometry of finite order, and if v satisfies (h3”) then so does z’, so p =(X, 9,(X), 
E) for some set X.) 
For ail integers i Z= 0 let Y. be the set of j-dimensional subspac 3s of p. Let 
pi-1 = (x-19 Z-*9 1) and pi 1 (Y,, Yi-1,~). Since , A’= pi_1 then there exist 
bijections a : L + Yi-1 and T:E-,Y)~_~ such that for aI m~L.e~E,m”~e’ 
iff mEe. 
Let H be the adjacency graph of 7t’ and H bc the adjacency graph of pi-1. Let 
C be the set of maximal cliques of H and C the set of maximal cliques of G. 
By Lemma 3.6 H is also the line graph elf W. Therefore lines gn and YJ are 
adjacen vertices of H if an& only if they are intersecting lines. By Lemma 3.11 
every pair of intersecting lilies m and n is contained in exactly two maximal 
cliques: the set of lines in e( n, n) and the set of lines containing m n ~1. There is 
an obvious bijection between PU E and C (which maps each point to the set of 
lines containing it, and maps each plane to the set of lines of that plane). Let 
(Y : P U E -+ C be this bijection. 
fi is the graph having JY’i_ 1 as vertex set, and two vertices adjacent if their meet: 
is in *Yi_z. Every maximal clique in R is of one of tvvo types: (1) the: set of 
(i - l)-dimensional spaces containing an (i -2)-dimensional space, and (2) the set 
of (i - l)-dimensional spaces contained in an (i)-dimensiona space. There is an 
obvious bijection fFOll3 Yi Li JYi_2 t0 c Let /3 : lifi U Yi-2 + ‘% be &is b&&on,” 
Now u and T act as an &morphism from 7r’ to pi-l, so o is an isomophi.srn of 
the adjacency graphs of n’ and pi-l, that is, (or is an isomorphisnl f,ror&I$ to+% 
Then cv acts as a bijection from C to c P;or eatih 1eG-E;l w$japs ~!i!w~~ibs :4$fz&t6 
the (i - I)-dimensional spaces which contain the (i -2)+&&r si!t~n@ 3$u% j e?, 
Clearly a gives a bjection between the maximal clique of ## 4 :trrlres@nding to 
planes and the maximal cliques of G COFFeSpanding to elements 01: &?z_,,. (In other 
words, u gives a bijection between E” and fl__,.) Therefore Q gives‘ a: bijection 
between P” and 9s. Then p = CUC@-~ is a bijection from P to Yi, ;I& u and fi acts 
an an isomorphism from v to A. 
5. MinimaIiQ ot the hypotheses 
FVe show that (hl)-(h4) is a minimal set of hypotheses for ThetLlrem 3. To do 
this, for each hypothesis (hi) we will exhibit a connected semilinear incidence 
structure which satisfies all hypotheses except (hi). A general&d quadrangle 
stitisfies all hypotheses except (h3): 
Let p be a Steiner triple system on u > 7 points. It is clear thaj: p satisfies all 
hypotheses except perhaps (h:!). If ,o satisfies (hl), then p is a projective geometry 
of order 2, so v + 1 is a power of 2. Hence if v + 1 is not a power elf 2 then Q does 
not satisfy (hl). 
Let p be a Steiner triple system on v > 7 points, where v - 1 is no{! a power of 2. 
Then p*, the dual of p, satisfies all hypotheses of Theorem 3 except (h2). 
Let V be an infinite dimensional vector space, and 9 the lattice of subspaces of 
V. Let G be the graph having subspaces of V as vertices, and tw:) subspaces x 
and y adjaceilt if x covers y or y covers x in 9. The set SO of all finite dimensional 
subspaces of V is a component of G. Let S be a component of G &fierent from 
S,. For any x, y E S, x v y rna;J be spanned by x A y together with finitely many 
vectors of x v y. Hence the factor space (xv y)/x is a finite dimerssional. vector 
space. Let X~E S. For y E S we define rank(y) = dim&v y)&-- Jim(x,v y)/y. 
Then rank is a dimension function of S as a sublattice of 9: if y < r then 
rank(z) = rank(y) + l’if and only if z covers y. Let W, ={y E S: rank:~:‘)) = i} for all 
integers i. Then ( Wi+l, Wi, _ 3 ) is connected and semilinear, and satisfies all 
hypotheses of Theorem 1 except (hJ). 
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